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Why neuro-plasticity matters









• Nature
• Movement
• Forgiveness
• Self-Compassion
• Gratitude
• Strengths
• Connection
• Creativity

Neuro-literacy

My happiness toolkit



Where are you now?





In pairs: 

Share 3 words 
that describe 
you at your 

best. 
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Above

Below

Heart Rate Variability



University of Virginia’s Dr. Rob Cross and his associates.

Below the Line

Above the Line

• Helps others flourish
• Trustworthy & has integrity
• Dependable
• Uses abundance language
• Helpful & fully engaged
• Genuine and authentic

• Sees mostly roadblocks + obstacles
• Creates problems
• Doesn’t allow others to be valued
• Inflexible in his/her thinking
• Doesn’t show concern for others
• Often doesn’t follow through

Listed above are attributes identified by executives when describing positive energizers in their 
organizations. It is nota comprehensive list, of course, but note that each of these attributes can be cultivated. 

Positive Energizers

De-Energizers



Key Findings

• Those who positively energize others are higher performers.  People’s 
position in the energy network is four times more important in predicting 
performance than their position in the information or influence networks.

• Positive energizers tend to enhance the performance of others. People who 
interact with or are connected to energizers also perform better.

• High performing organizations have three times more positive energizers 
than low performing organizations.

SOURCE: Baker, 2003, 2004.
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Recognize your value

© Patty deVries

Inventory your strengths and opportunities

Select your mindset

Enjoy sharing your gifts

My daily reminders: 



Conscious.is

If I know all this research, 
and I have so many tools, 
why do I drop below the 

line so often? 



How do I learn more 
about my operating 
system?  



Jack Groppel, PhD, FACSM, FACN

Cofounder of the 
Johnson & Johnson 
Human Performance 

Institute.









Conscious.is



Name it to tame it.





Neuroplasticity is the 
property of the brain to 

change its form, 
structure, and function 

through experience 
and activity across a 

person’s lifespan. 



Neuro-literacy
is our ability to 

understand how 
our brain works 

and how to make it 
work better using 

our mind.



Brain Patterns = 

Thoughts Emotions

+

Body Sensations

+

Behaviors

+



Name of Pattern: 

Thoughts:

Emotions:

Physical Body Sensations:

Behaviors:

Unworthiness

I haven’t done enough.  I am not enough. 

Sadness, anxiety

Throat tightness & upset stomach

Leave situation or seek approval, love, praise



Counterproductive Brain Patterns

Productive Brain Patterns

• Curiosity
• Self-compassion
• Gratitude
• Forgiveness
• Love

• Defensiveness
• Blame
• Inflexibly
• Judgement
• Anger
• Shame





Life as Art







May 2023
Mental Health Month Panel



Jessica Grossmeier, PhD, MPH



“About two years into my journey, I realized I’d 
been looking in the wrong places to find 

fulfillment and rekindle my joy in life.  When I dug 
deeply into what gave me hope and joy and 
meaning, it came down to rediscovering my 

purpose in life, asking myself what my values were 
and if/how I was living them out in my daily life.”

Jessica Grossmeier PhD, MPH



Part Two: An Evidence-Based Approach

Chapter 4   A Culture of Individual Purpose
Chapter 5   A Culture of Connection and Belonging
Chapter 6   A Culture of Transcendence
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Imagination 
is the 

beginning of 
creation. 

 George Bernard 
Shaw







“I’ve learned that 
people will forget 
what you said,  
people will forget 
what you did, but 
people will never 
forget how you 
made them feel.” 

- Maya Angelou



NEXT Basic Neuro-literacy program
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